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In this paper we consider the weak convergence of the weighted multivariate
empirical U-statistic indexed by rectangles under mixing conditions in the Skoro-
hod topology. It is a generalization of a result of F. H. Ruymgaart and M. C. A. van
 .Zuijlen J. Statist. Plann. Inference 32, 1992, 259]269 from the i.i.d. case to the
dependent case. M. Harel, C. A. O'Cinneide and M. L. Puri J. Multi¨ ariate Anal.
.48, 1994, 297]314 gave only a generalization to the univariate case of the weighted
empirical U-statistic indexed by point; a generalization to the multivariate case is
 .obtained by B. Ragbi J. Statist. Plann. Inference, 61, 1997, 1]16 . There are a
number of interesting applications dealing with the Cramer]Von Mises statistic or
the Anderson]Darling statistic given in Section 4; applications to a Markov process
as well as to an ARMA process are also provided. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let X , X , . . . , be real-valued random variables r.v.'s defined on the1 2
 . kprobability space V, A, P with distribution function F, and let h: R ª
R p be a Borel measurable function which is symmetric in its k arguments
 .k G 1 .
 .  4  .  .Let us write X s h X , . . . , X for I s i , . . . , i g J k , where J kI i i 1 k n n1 k
 4is the set of all subsets of k different elements from 1, 2, . . . , n so that
n .card J k s where card A denotes the cardinal of the set A, and /n k
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define
1
pH t s I , t s t , . . . , t g R , 1.1 .  . .n w X F  t , . . . , t .x 1 pI 1 pn  .IgJ kn /k
k
pH t s I F dx , t s t , . . . , t g R , .  .  .H w h x , . . . , x .F  t , . . . , t .x j 1 p1 k 1 pkR js1
1.2 .
w xwhen I denotes the indicator of .w x
 .We assume that H t is continuous.
Our aim is to study the asymptotic behavior of the empirical U-statistic
Ïprocess U defined asn
Ï 1r2 Ï ÏU B s n H B y EH B , 1.3 .  .  .  . .n n n
p x x w x pwhere B s  a , b ; 0, 1 ,js1 j j
1Ï y1 y1 y1 y1H B s I 1.4 .  .n wG a . , . . . , G a ..- X F G b . , . . . , G b ..x1 1 p p I 1 1 p pn  .IgJ kn /k
k
G t s I F dx , 1 F i F p. .  .Hi i wp h x , . . . , x ..F t x ji 1 k ikR js1
p  .p is the projection R ª R defined by p t s t .i i i
We also assume that the underlying r.v.'s are absolutely regular with
rates
b m s O my2 pq2.y« , « ) 0. 1.5 .  .  .
Recall that the sequence is absolutely regular if
sup E sup P A N s X , 1 F i F j y P A s b m x0. .  .  . .i 5
jG1  .Ags X ; iGjqmi
 .  .Here s X ; 1 F i F j and s X ; i G j q m are the s-fields generatedi i
 .  .by X , . . . , X and X , X , . . . , respectively.1 j jqm jqmq1
Also recall that the sequence is strong mixing if
sup P A l B y P A P B ; A g s X ; 1 F i F j ,  .  .  .  .i
jG1
B g s X ; i G j q m s a m x0.4 .  .i
 .  .  4Since a m F b m , it follows that if X is absolutely regular, it is alsoi
strong mixing.
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w xOur result is an adaptation of some ideas of Harel and Puri 18 who
generalized the Skorohod topology on a space of functions defined on a set
of rectangles and proved the weak convergence of the weighted empirical
w xkprocess indexed by rectangles of 0, 1 under the w-mixing and strong
w xmixing conditions. Harel, O'Cinneide, and Puri 19 proved a weak conver-
gence of the weighted empirical U-statistic with respect to the Skorohod
topology under the absolute and strong mixing conditions. It is a general-
w xization of the results of Ruymgaart and van Zuijlen 25 for i.i.d. random
w xvariables; Ragbi 24 extended their results to the multivariate case.
w x w xMany topologies are possible for D 0, 1 . Skorohod 27 introduced four
w xtopologies known as the J , J , M , and M topologies; Bass and Pyke 61 2 1 2
w x w xextended the M Skorohod 27 topology for functions on 0, 1 to set2
functions that are outer continuous with inner limits.
w xThe p-dimensional generalization of D 0, 1 , D say, and the provisionp
w xof suitable topologies for it have been given by Neuhaus 21 . Later Harel
w xand Puri 18 , for studying the weak convergence of the weighted empirical
w x pprocess indexed by rectangles of 0, 1 under the absolute mixing and
strong mixing conditions, generalized the Skorohod topology on space of
functions defined on a set of rectangles.
w xWe may also mention for reference the work of Alexander 1, 2 on
Ïweighted empirical processes indexed by Vapnik]Cervonenkis classes of
sets for the independent case; we could not extend the results of Alexan-
w x w xder 2 to the dependent case because he used a theorem of Cibisov 8 and
w x O'Reilly 23 which is only true for i.i.d. random variables see condition
 . w x.  .1.2 in Alexander 2 . For the weak convergence of nonweighted empiri-
cal processes the reader is referred to the interesting papers of Neuhaus
w x w x21, 22 for the independent case, Balacheff and Dupont 5 for the mixing
w xcase, and Billingsley 7 for the case p s 1.
The asymptotic behavior of the U-statistics was studied when the ran-
w xdom variables are absolutely regular and stationary by Yoshihara 28 and
w xwhen the r.v.'s are not stationary by Harel and Puri 15]17 .
w xArcones and Yu 4 gave sufficient conditions for the weak convergence
to the Gaussian processes of empirical processes and U-processes from
stationary b mixing sequences indexed by V-C subgraph classes of func-
 .tions. These conditions are almost minimal Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 .
However, these authors did not consider the weighted empirical U-statistic.
 . pThat is why our condition 1.5 is stronger and our function h is R valued.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ä Ä  .2.1. The D and C Spaces. We write u s u , . . . , u , and the half-p p 1 p
 X. p x X xopen rectangle R u, u s  u , u .js1 j j
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 .   X.  X. w x p4Let I p s R u, u ; R u, u ; 0, 1 and associate with the space
 .I p the Hausdorff metric d whereH
X X < < < X X <d R u , u , R ¨ , ¨ s max max ¨ y u , ¨ y u . .  . .  4H j j j j
1FjFp
 X .  .  .  4 p  4 p  .Let R u, u g I p and r, « g 0, 1 = 0, 1 . Then the r, « -
 .  X.   X. .  .quadrant of I p with top R u, u is a subset Q R u, u , r, « of I p
defined as
p
X XQ R u , u , r , « s Q u , u , r , « , .  . .  j j j j j
js1
where
Q u , uX , r , « .j j j j j
¡ X X Xx x w x¨ , ¨ ; 0, 1 , ¨ - u , ¨ - u if r s 0, « s 0 4j j j j j j j j
X X Xx x w x¨ , ¨ ; 0, 1 , ¨ G u , ¨ - u if r s 1, and « s 0 4j j j j j j j j~s X X Xx x w x¨ , ¨ ; 0, 1 , ¨ - u , ¨ G u if r s 0, and « s 1 4j j j j j j j j
X X X¢ x x w x¨ , ¨ ; 0, 1 , ¨ G u , ¨ G u if r s 1, « s 1. 4j j j j j j j j
 .  .  X.We say that f : I p ª R admits a r, « -limit in R u, u if and only if
 X.Xthe restriction f N admits a limit in R u, u with respect to theQRu, u ., r , « .
metric d and the usual metric on R.H
 .  X.   X.We shall denote the r, « -limit of f in R u, u by f R u, u q
 ..  .  .  ..  .O r, « . If r, « s 0, . . . , 0 , 0, . . . , 0 , then the r, « -limit of f is
  X..f R u, u .
Ä X .  .Denote by D , the set of maps f : I p ª R such that for any R u, up
 .  .  4 p  4 p   X. .g I p and r, « g 0, 1 = 0, 1 for which Q R u, u , r, « / B, f
X Ä .  .admits a r, « -limit in R u, u and denote by C the set of maps whichp
are continuous in d and the usual metric in R.H
Ä2.2. Skorohod Topology on D . Let L denote the space of maps l:p
w x w x  p.0, 1 ª 0, 1 which are nondecreasing, continuous, and bijective. L
w x p w x pdenotes the space of maps l: 0, 1 ª 0, 1 where
l u , . . . , u s l u , . . . , l u , l g L , 1 F j F p. .  .  . .1 p 1 1 p p j
w x pI denotes the identity map on 0, 1 . p.
l u y l ¨ .  .j j j jA Al s max sup log .
u y ¨1FjFp 0Fu F¨ F1 j jj j
 X.  .   X..  X.  .For any R u, u g I p , l R u, u denotes an element R ¨ , ¨ of I p
 .  X . Xdefined by l u s ¨ and l u s ¨ , 1 F j F p.j j j j j j
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 .For any bounded maps f , g : I p ª R, we denote
5 5 5 5d f , g s inf max f y gol , l y I , .  4 p.
 p.lgL
where
X X5 5f y gol s sup f R u , u y gol R u , u 4 .  . .  .
X .  .R u , u gI p
and
5 5l y I s sup l u y I u . .  . 4 p.  p.
pw xug 0, 1
We shall call the topology associated with d a Skorohod topology. The
Ä .space D , d is separable but not complete.p
Ä ÄLet D be the Borel s-field generated by the Skorohod topology in D .p p
Ä Ä I  p. I  p.Then D is the restriction to D of the s-field B on R where Bp p
is the usual Borel s-field on R.
 .For any function f : I p ª R, and any d ) 0, we define the modulus of
Äcontinuity v in C asÄ p
X X X Xv f , d ssup f R u , u y f R ¨ , ¨ ; R u , u , R ¨ , ¨ gI p , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä
d R u , uX , R ¨ , ¨ X F d . .  . 4 .H
Ä  .Note that a function f g C if and only if lim v f , d s 0.Äp d ª 0
Consider a family of p strictly increasing finite sequences of elements of
w x0, 1 such that 0 is the first element of each sequence. For example, let
 4B s u , 1 F i F n , 1 F j F p be p sequences such that u s 0 andji j j1
 4  4u - u ; i g 1, . . . , n y 1 and j g 1, . . . , p .ji jiq1 j
 j. .Now associate with B a set I i, l defined as
¡ X Xx x w xu , u ; 0, 1 , u F u - u , u F u - u 4j j ji j jiq1 jl j jlq1
if 1 F i , l F nj j. ~I i , l s . X Xx x w xu , u ; 0, 1 , u F u - u , u F u F 1 4j j ji j jiq1 jl j¢ if 1 F i F n y 1, l s nj j
 j. . x X x w x 4   j. .and I n , n s u , u ; 0, 1 , u F u F 1 note that I i, l s B ifj j j j jn jj
.u F u .jl ji
 .Then a partition G of I p defined as
p p
 j.  j.G s I i , l , 1 F i F n , 1 F l F n , and I i , l / B .  . j j j j j j j j 5
js1 js1
 .will be called a grid of I p with base B.
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 4Now for any grid G with base B s u , 1 F i F n , 1 F j F p , theji j
 < <4number t s max max u y u is called the pace of the1F jF p 1F iF n y1 jiq1 jij
grid G.
 .  .  .Let G be a sequence of grids with paces t . G is calledn nG1 n nG1 n nG1
w x pasymptotically dense in 0, 1 if t ª 0 as n ª q`.n
Ä 4For any base B s u , 1 F i F n , 1 F j F p , we say that a subset B isji j
Ä X  4 4  .tied to B if B s u, u g u , . . . , u , 1 F j F p , and R u, u is tied toj j1 jn j
 4 X  4  4B if u g u , . . . , u , and u g u , . . . , u , ; j g 1, . . . , p andj j1 jn j j1 jnj j
<  X. < <  X. <  X.R u, u / 0, where R u, u is the lebesgue measure of R u, u , i.e.,
<  X. < p  X .R u, u s  u y u .js1 j j
ÄFor any base B of a grid G and the corresponding subset B tied to B,
 .denote v f , d the operator defined for any d G 0 and f g D asB p
Ä Ä 5 5v f , d s sup f u y f ¨ ; u , ¨ g B = B , u y ¨ F d , .  .  .  . 4B
5 5  < < 4where u s sup u , 1 F j F p .j
3. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF THE
EMPIRICAL U-STATISTICS
w x qDEFINITION 3.1. A function r : 0, 1 ª R is called a weight function if
it satisfies the following conditions:
 .i r is continuous
 .  .ii r x s 0 if x s 0 or x s 1.
Let a be fixed such that
1 3 d
0 - a - q d y d n , 5 5 /  /2 2 1r2 y d .
1 1
0 - y d - . 3.1 .
2 2 p p q 2 .
ÏU X  ..We will consider a modified U-statistic process U R u, u defined asn
X Xy1ya y1yaÏU R u , u if n F R u , u F 1 y n .  .X  .U nÏU R u , u s . .n  0 otherwise.
3.2 .
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For any weight function r, we introduce a weighted modified U-statistic
ÏUprocess U ? 1rr defined asn
1
XUÏU ? R u , u . .n r
¡ U XÏU R u , u . .n X Xif R u , u / 0 and R u , u / 1 .  .~ Xs 3.3 .r R u , u . .¢
0 otherwise.
 4THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the sequence X is absolutely regular withi
 .  .rates 1.5 . For each weight function r x satisfying
1 11r2yd w xr x G A x 1 y x , u g 0, 1 , 0 - y d - , .  .
2 2 p p q 2 .
3.4 .
where A is some positi¨ e constant, there exists a Gaussian process U withr
ÏU Ätrajectories a.s. continuous such that U ? 1rr con¨erges in law to U in Dn r p
with respect to the Skorohod topology.
 .  .Remark 3.1. The conditions 1.5 and 3.4 depend necessarily on the
dimension p because we use inequality of moments which depend on p
  ..  .see 5.26 . The condition 3.4 is a consequence of the convergence in
ÏUprobability to 0 of the process U ? 1rr when it is near the boundary ofn
w x p   ..0, 1 see 5.24 .
The proof of the theorem will follow from the following three proposi-
tions.
 4PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that the sequence X satisfies the conditionsi
Ïof Theorem 3.1. Then there exists a Gaussian process U with trajectories a.s.
Ï Ï Äcontinuous such that U con¨erges in law to U in D with respect to then p
Skorohod topology. Furthermore we ha¨e ;« ) 0, 'd ) 0 and N such that0
;n G N ,0
Ï ÄP f g D , v f , d G « F « , 3.5 .  .Än p
Ï Ï Ä Ä .where P is the law of U on D , D .n n p p
 4PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Then,i
 .  .for each weight function r x satisfying 3.4 , we ha¨e ;« ) 0, 'u ) 0, 'N ,0
;n G N such that0
1
XUÏP sup U R u , u ? G « F « , i s 1, 2 . . Xn r R u , uX  . . i. .R u , u gCu
3.6 .
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w xwhere for all u g 0, 1
X X1.C s R u , u , R u , u F u , 4 .  .u
and
X X2.C s R u , u , R u , u G 1 y u . 4 .  .u
U ÄPROPOSITION 3.3. Let Y , n g N be a process with ¨alues in D , andn p
Ä measurable with respect to D . Suppose that Y con¨erges in law in Skorohodp n
.topology to a Gaussian process Y with trajectories a.s. continuous. Let P be0 n
the probability measure associated with Y . Let r be a weight function suchn
that
1 ÄY ? has trajectories a.s. in D n G 1 . 3.7 .  .n pr
Assume that ;« ) 0, 'u ) 0 and N such that ;n G N0 0
1
XP sup Y R u , u ? G « F « , i s 1, 2. . . Xn n r R u , uX  . . i. .R u , u gCu
3.8 .
Then Y ? 1rr con¨erges weakly in Skorohod topology to the Gaussian processn
Y ? 1rr with trajectories a.s. continuous.0
w xProof. This follows from Lemma 6.1 in Harel and Puri 18 .
4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Applications to Statistical Inference. One of the oldest problems in
statistical inference is the one-sample goodness-of-fit problem consisting
of testing H : F s F , F completely specified, versus H : F / F . Also,0 0 0 1 0
one of the oldest solutions to this problem is based on the L -distance2
q` 2
S 1 s F x y F x dF x . 4.1 4 .  .  .  .  .H 0 0
y`
 .If X , . . . , X denote a random sample, then the empirical estimate of S 11 n
is given by
q` 2ÄS 1 s F x y F x dF x , 4.2 .  .  .  .  . 4Hn n 0 0
y`
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Ä  .  .where F x is the sample empirical distribution function. Estimate S 1 isn n
widely known as the Cramer]Von Mises Statistic Shorack and Wellner
w x.26 .
 .The norm in 4.1 is a member of a family of norms defined by
q` 2
S C s F x y F x C F x dF x . 4.3 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 0
y`
 .  .  .  . w Taking C u s 1 one gets the S 1 in 4.1 , while taking C u s u 1 y
.xy1 w xu yields the norms used by Anderson and Darling 3 .
 .The empirical version of 4.3 is given by
q` 2ÄS C s F x y F x C F x dF x . 4.4 .  .  .  .  .  . . 4Hn n 0 0 0
y`
Our problem is to test H : H s H , H completely specified, versus H :0 0 0 1
H / H . Using the statistic,0
2
T s H x y H x dH x , 4.5 4 .  .  .  .Hn n 0 0
pR
 .  .where H and H are defined in 1.1 and 1.2 , respectively, and H isn 0
defined by
k
pH t s I F dx , t s t , . . . , t g R . .  .  .H0 w h x , . . . , x .F  t , . . . , t .x 0 j 1 p1 k 1 pkR js1
From Proposition 3.1, under the null hypothesis H , we have0
Ï ÏU « U, 4.6 .n
Ï .where « denotes weak convergence U is the empirical U-statisticn
Ï .process defined in 1.3 and U denotes a Gaussian process mean zero with
variance function defined by
Ï x xVar U s, t . .
< < < <s t y s 1 y t y s .
q`
x x x xq 2 g x , . . . , x ; s, t g x , . . . , x ; s, t dF .  .Ä Ä H 1 k kq1 2 k 1 i
2kRis2
k 2 k
< < < <= x , x dF x dF x y t y s 1 y t y s , 4.7 .  .  .  .  . 1 kq1 l h
ls2 hskq2
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 .where F s F denotes the distribution function of X , X , 1 F i -i j 1, jyiq1 i j
j F n. T may be written asn
1
2Ï x xT s U s, t ds dt. 4.8 . .Hn n
2 p2 w x0, 1
Ï2 . x x.2 pFrom 4.6 , T ª T s 1r2 H U s, t ds dt.n d w0, 1x
We define an ``Interval'' version of the Anderson]Darling statistic
Ï2 x xU s, t .n
S s ds dt , 4.9 .Hn
2 p < <r t y s .w x0, 1
w x qwhere r : 0, 1 ª R is a weighted function such that
1 11r2ydr x s x 1 y x , 0 - y d - . .  .
2 2 p p q 2 .
Under the null hypothesis H ,0
Ï2 x xU s, t .
S ª S s ds dt. 4.10 .Hn d
2 p < <r t y s .w x0, 1
y1ya  .Proof. Let c s n , let a satisfy the condition 3.1 , and breakn
w x2 p0, 1 into D j D j D j D , wheren0 n1 n2 n3
< <D s s, t ; t y s F c 4 .n1 n
< < < <D s s, t ; 1 y c F t F 1, 0 F s F c 4 .n2 n n
< < < <D s s, t ; 1 y c F s F 1, 0 F t F c . 4 .n3 n n
x xLet C denote the class of all intervals s, t with 0 F s F t F 1; let
 .  < < 4C a, b s C g C : a F C F b . Then it follows from Theorem 3.1 and
elementary calculations for the region D , i s 1, 2, 3, thatni
2 2Ï Ïx x x xU s, t y U s, t .  .n
< <S y S s ds dtHn < <r t y s .Dn0
3 2 2Ï Ïx x x xU s, t U s, t .  .nq ds dt q ds dt H H 5< < < <r t y s r t y s .  .D Dni niis1
Ï Ï1 U UnÏ ÏF U y U q /n  5 . .r r rC c , 1ycC c , 1yc Cn nn n
1r2yd< < < <= t y s 1 y t y s ds dt q o 1 , .  .H p
2 pw x0, 1
F o 1 O 1 o 1 q o 1 s o 1 . .  .  .  .  .p p p p
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4.2. Applications to Marko¨ Processes and ARAMA Processes.
 4EXAMPLE 4.2.1. Consider the process X , n g N wheren
X s a X q a X « q a « q a « 2 q a , 4.11 .nq1 1 n 2 n nq1 3 nq1 4 nq1 5
 4where the a's are real numbers and « , n g N is a white noise withn
strictly positive density.
2 2  2 .  4.  4If a q a E « - 1 and E « - q`, then X , n g N is a Markov1 2 i i n
process, aperiodic, Harris recurrent, and geometrically ergodic see
w x. w xMokkadem 20 . We deduce from Proposition 1 of Davydov 10 that the
 4sequence X is absolutely regular with geometrical rate r, 0 - r - 1.n
 .The condition 1.5 is satisfied and we can apply Theorem 3.1.
EXAMPLE 4.2.2. Consider the model defined by the recurrence relation
X s f X q « , 4.12 .  .nq1 n n
where the « 's are i.i.d. random variables with strictly positive density and
f : R ª R is bounded and continuous. This model was studied by Collomb
w xand Doukhan 9 ; it is Doeblin recurrent and aperiodic and we deduce
w x  4from Davydov 10 that X is geometrically w-mixing. This implies thatn
 4X is also absolutely regular with geometrical rate and we can applyn
Theorem 3.1.
5. APPENDIX
 X .  .5.1. Proof of Proposition 3.1. For all R u, u g I p , x g R, i si
1, . . . , k, we define
g x , . . . , x ; R u , uX . .Ä 1 k
s I y1 y1 y1 X y1 X 5.1 .wG u . , . . . , G u ..- h x , . . . , x .F G u . , . . . , G u ..x1 1 p p 1 k 1 1 p p
g x , . . . , x ; R u , uX . .Äl 1 l
s g x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x ; R u , uX . .ÄH 1 l lq1 k
ky lR
k
= F dx , 1 F l F k . 5.2 . . j
jslq1
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  X..  y1 X . y1 X ..  y1 .Note that g R u, u s H G u , . . . , G u y H G u , . . . ,Ä0 1 1 p p 1 1
y1 ..G u . Putp p
Ï XV R u , u . .l , n
s nyw l x g x , . . . , x ; R u , uX .Ä  .H l i i1 l
U 4  .i , . . . , i ;J l1 l n
l
= d I y F x , 1 F l F k , 5.3 .  . w X F x x ji ij jjs1
yw l x   .  ..y1 U  .where n s n n y 1 ??? n y l y 1 . J l is the set of all subsetsn
 4  4i , . . . , i of l elements from 1, . . . , n such that i - i - ??? - i .1 l 1 2 l
Then we have
k
kX X1r2Ï ÏU R u , u s n V R u , u . 5.4 .  .  . .  .n l , n / 5l
ls1
w x p p x xFor any map f : 0, 1 ª R, and any rectangle B s  a , b , wejs1 j j
denote a difference operator D f defined asB
car d I
D f s y1 f b , a , 5.5 .  .  .  . .B i iigI ifI
p  4where  is over all the 2 subsets I ; 1, . . . , p .
ÏWe will study the asymptotic behavior of U via the empirical U-statisticn
w x pU defined on 0, 1 asn
U u s n1r2 H Gy1 u , . . . , Gy1 u .  .  . .n n 1 1 p p
yH Gy1 u , . . . , Gy1 u . 5.6 .  .  . . /1 1 p p
w x pFrom the Hoeffding decomposition, we can write for all u g 0, 1
k
k1r2U u s n V u , 5.7 .  .  .n l , n / 5l
ls1
Ïwhere V , 1 F l F k, are the similar processes to the processes V butl, n l, n
w x passociated to the functions g , 1 F l F k, and defined on 0, 1 , where g isl l
defined by
k
g x , . . . , x ; u s g x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x ; u F dx , .  .  .Hl 1 l 1 l lq1 k j
ky lR jslq1
1 F l F k , 5.8 .
and
g x , . . . , x ; u s I y1 y1 , .1 k w h x , . . . , x .F G u . , . . . , G u ..x1 k 1 1 p p
x g R, i s 1, . . . , k 5.9 .i
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1r2 ÏLEMMA 5.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the process n V1, n
Ï Äcon¨erges in law to a Gaussian process U in D with respect to the Skorohodp
topology and ;« ) 0, 'd ) 0, and N such that ;n G N ,0 0
Ï ÄQ f g D ; v f , d G « F « , 5.10 .  .Än p
Ï 1r2 Ïwhere Q is the law of n V .n 1, n
w xProof. From Corollary 4.3 in Harel and Puri 18 , we have to prove
Ï .i the finite dimensional distribution of Q converges in law to an
normal distribution and
Ï Ä . w  . xii lim lim sup Q f g D ; v f , d G « s 0, ;« ) 0.Äd ª 0 nªq` n p
 .First we prove i . This is equivalent to showing that there exists a
Ï Ä Ä Ï Ï .  .  .probability measure Q on D , D such that p Q ª p Q weakly forp p S n S
 .all finite S ; I p . Without loss of generality we can take S s
  X.  X.4  X.  X.R u, u , R ¨ , ¨ and suppose R u, u ; R ¨ , ¨ . It suffices to prove
1r2 Ï X Ï X   ..   ...that n l V R u, u q l V R ¨ , ¨ converges in law to a normal1 1, n 2 1, n
 X .  X.  .distribution for any R u, u , R ¨ , ¨ g I p and any l , l g R. We have1 2
1r2 Ï X Ï X    ..   ...E n l V R u, u q l V R ¨ , ¨ s 0, and1 1, n 2 1, n
1r2 Ï X Ï Xn l V R u , u q l V R ¨ , ¨ .  . .  . .1 1, n 2 1, n
n
X Xy1r2s n l g X ; R u , u y g x ; R u , u F dx .  .  . . .Ä Ä H1 1 i 1
is1
n
X Xy1r2q n l g X ; R ¨ , ¨ y g x ; R ¨ , ¨ F dx .  .  . . .Ä Ä H2 1 i 1
is1
n
y1r2s n Y , i
is1
where
Y s l g X ; R u , uX y g x ; R ¨ , ¨ X F dx .  .  . . .Ä ÄHi 1 1 i 1 /
q l g X ; R ¨ , ¨ X y g x ; R ¨ , ¨ X F dx , .  .  . . .Ä ÄH2 1 i 1 /
 .Y is a stationary sequence of random variables b-mixing, satisfyingi iG1
 .the summability condition  b n - q`. Following Proposition 1 innG1
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w x y1  n .2Doukhan, Massart, and Rio 12 we have n E  Y converges tois1 i
2  .s s  Cov Y , Y .nG1 1 n
 .Now we prove ii .
1r2 Ï 1r2<  . < <  . <Since n V B s D n V , we have1, n B 1, n
X X1r2 Ï Ïsup n V R u , u y V R ¨ , ¨ ; .  . .  . . 1, n 1, n
d R u , uX , R ¨ , ¨ X F d .  . . 5H
1r2 5 5F 2 p sup n V u y V ¨ ; u y ¨ F d . 5.11 .  .  . 4 .1, n 1, n
 4 pLet B s irn; 0 F i F n , n G 1, be a sequence of bases of gridsn
 .  . w x pG . Note that G is asymptotically dense in 0, 1 , and we proven nG1 n nG1
1r2 w x pthat G accompanies the law Q of n V . Now for every u g 0, 1 , letn n 1, n
Ä Ä .u, u be the points of B where B is tied to B such that u F u F u andn n n
p p5 5 w x w xu y u F 1rn. Then, ;u g 0, 1 , ;¨ g 0, 1 ,
2
1r2 1r2n V u y V ¨ F q n V u y V ¨ . .  .  .  . .1, n 1, n 1, n 1, n’n
1r2 ’x x  .Consequently, ;d g 0, 1r2 , we have v n V , d F 2r n q1, n
 1r2 .v n V , 2d . It follows that G accompanies Q .B 1, n n nn
 n. Xn..Let R u , u be tied to B and using Theorem 2.10 in Doukhan andn
w x  .Portal 11 and 1.5 , we have
 .2 pq2Xn.1r2 n.ÏE n V R u , u . .1, n
pq2
 .l 1y«Xn.y pq2yl . n.F C n m R u , u , 5.12 . . .
ls1
where C is some positive constant and m is the measure probability on
w x p  y1 y1.0, 1 associated to the distribution function H G , . . . , G .1 p
w x pDefine a measure n on 0, 1 by
by1n B s C p q 1 U m m B , 5.13 .  .  .  . .
 . .where b s 1 q 1rp q p q 2 1 y « ) 1 and U is the uniform measure
w x p  .probability on 0, 1 . Then by the Markov inequality and 5.12
bXn.y2 pq2. n.< <Xn.n.Q f g D ; D f G l F l n R u , u 5.14 . . .n p Ru , u .
 .  . w xwhich implies ii by applying 5.14 and Lemma 5.1 in Harel and Puri 18 .
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LEMMA 5.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, we ha¨e ;« ) 0
X1r2 y1r2ÏP sup n V R u , u G « s O n , 2 F l F k . .  . .l , n
X .  .R u , u gI p
5.15 .
1r2 Ï X 1r2 X  ..   .  ..  .Proof. Since n V R u, u s n V u y V u , 4.15 followsl, n l, n l, n
if we prove that ;« ) 0
1r2 y1r2P sup n V u G « s O n , 2 F l F k . 5.16 .  .  .l , n
pw xug 0, 1
 .The univariate case of 5.16 was proved in Lemma 3.3 in Harel, O'Cin-
w xneide, and Puri 19 . The multivariate case is similar, and so is omitted.
w xThis lemma could be also deduced from Lemma 3.1 of Arcones and Yu 4 .
Now Proposition 3.1 is an easy consequence of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 and
 .the equality 5.4 .
 .5.2. Proof of Proposition 3.2. First we prove 3.6 for i s 1, i.e., ;« ) 0,
'u ) 0, 'N , ;n G N such that0 0
1
XUÏP sup U R u , u ? G « F « . 5.17 .  . . Xn r R u , uX  . .1. .R u , u gCu
 . 1r2ydWithout loss of generality, take r x s x and set for any n G 1
1 1
m s max m; F , m G 0 5.18 .n m 5n 2
and
1
m u s max m; u F , m G 0 . 5.19 .  .m 52
ÏU X  ..Define now V R u, u , 1 F l F k, byl, n
X Xy1ya y1yaÏV R u , u if n F R u , u F 1 y n .  .X  .U l , nÏV R u , u s . .l , n  0 otherwise.
5.20 .
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LEMMA 5.3. For all h ) 0, 'u ) 0, 'N , ;n G N such that1 1
1
X1r2 ÏP sup n V R u , u ? G h F h . . . X1, n r R u , u .X  .1.Ä .R u , u gB lCm un
X<  . <R u , u /0, 1
5.21 .
Proof. For any q G 0, consider a base B of some grid G whereq q
i
q. q. q. qB s u , 1 F i F n , 1 F j F n , u s , n s 2 . 5.22 .q ji j j ji jq 52
w x  .From Lemma 6.2 in Harel and Puri 18 , we obtain if m u F m thatn
1
X1r2 ÏXP sup D n V R u , u ? . . . XRu , u . 1, n r R u , u .X  .1.Ä .R u , u gB lCm un
X<  . <R u , u /0, 1
1r2¡ ¦Ïp y r jD n V . x¨ , ¨ q2 x 1, njs 1 j jp ~ ¥F 4 sup , 5.23 . 1r2ydp yr¢ §jE  2r Fm , . . . , r Fm  .1 n p n js1
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
p
p 1r2 yr jÏ< x xF 4 sup n V ¨ , ¨ q 2 1, n j j / js1Er Fm , . . . , r Fm1 n p n
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
1
? .1r2yd 5p yr j 2 .js1
  r j  r j . r j4 yr j w xwhere E s ¨ g 0, 1r2 , . . . , 2 y 1 r2 , and ¨ q 2 g 0, 1 , 1 Fj j
4j F p .
Let a be a real number such that
0 - a - 1 and a2 pq2.21r pq pq2.1y« .y2 pq2.1r2yd . ) 1 5.24 .




X1r2 ÏXsup D n V R u , u ? G h , . . XRu , u . 1, n r R u , u .X  .1.Ä .R u , u gB lCm un
X<  . <R u , u /0, 1
 .  4  4then r , . . . , r g 1, . . . , m = ??? = 1, . . . , m exists with r q ??? qr1 p n n 1 p
 .G m u such that
1
1r2 Ïsup n V A ? G B , 5.25 . .1, n p p1r2yd 5p yr j 2 .js1
where
p  p r ymu .js 1 ja
yr jx xA s ¨ , ¨ q 2 , B s hp j j p p 1.4 Bjs1 p
and
B1. s a js 1
p r jym u . s O m py1 u . . .p
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
 .From 5.25 , we deduce
1
X1r2 ÏP sup n V R u , u ? G h . . X1, n r R u , u .X  .1.Ä .R u , u gB lCm un
X<  . <R u , u /0, 1
r r1 p2 y1 2 y1 1
1r2 ÏF ??? P n V A GB .   1, n p p1r2ydp yr j 2r Fm , . . . , r Fm ¨ s0 ¨ s0  .1 n p n 1 p js1
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
2 r1y1 2 rpy1
y2  pq2.F ??? B .   p
r Fm , . . . , r Fm ¨ s0 ¨ s01 n p n 1 p
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
 .2 pq2 .1r2ydp
1r2 r jÏ= E n V A 2 . 5.26 . . 1, n p  /js1
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w xBy the Markov inequality, using Theorem 2.10 in Doukhan and Portal 11 ,
we have
2 r1y1 2 rpy1
y2  pq2.??? B .   p
r Fm , . . . , r Fm ¨ s0 ¨ s01 n p n 1 p
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
 .2 pq21r2ydp
1r2 r jÏ= E n V A 2 . 1, n p  /js1
 . .p gy2 pq2 1r2yd .y2 pq2 y rjs 1 jF K B 2 . . 1 p
r Fm , . . . , r Fm1 n p n
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
 .2 pq2p 1.
p4 B  .p m u y rjs 1 jym u . 2 pq2.F K b ba .1  /h r Fm , . . . , r Fm1 n p n
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
 .2 pq2p 1.4 Bp 2. ymu .F K B b , 5.27 .1 p /h
where
1
gy2 pq2.1r2yd .g s q p q 2 1 y « s b y 1, b s 2 ) 1, .  .
p
and
p  .y r qm ujs 1 j2. 2 pq2.B s ba . .p
 .r q ??? qr Gm u1 p
 . 2.  py1 ..Using 5.24 , we note that B s O m u and sincep
 py1 ..2 pq2. ymu .   . .m u b ª q` as u ª 0 m u ª q` as u ª 0 it follows
 .that the extreme side of 5.27 ª 0 as u ª 0 which implies that n ª q`.
This proves Lemma 5.3.
 .Now we prove 3.6 for i s 1.
w x  X .  .Let u g 0, 1 and n be fixed. For any R u, u g I p for which
X X Xy1ya Ä<  . <R u, u G n , let u, u, u , and u be points of B such that u F um j jnX X X X Xym ymn nF u , u F u F u , u y u F 2 , and u y u F 2 , 1 F j F p.j j j j j j j j
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 .  4  4For any J, L ; 1, . . . , p = ; 1, . . . , p for which J l L s B we de-
 X . .  .fine an element R u, u J, L of I p by
X X X Xx x x x x xR u , u J , L s u , u u , u u , u . .  .   j j j j j j
jgJ jgL jfJjL
Then we have the inequality
1
XU1r2 Ïn V R u , u ? . . X1, n r R u , u . .
1
X1r2 ÏF n V R u , u J , L ? . 5.28 .  .  . . X1, n r R u , u . . 4J , L; 1, . . . , p
JlLsB
If J s L s B, then we have the inequality
X1r2 Ï1 n V R u , u . .1, nX1r2 pÏn V R u , u B, B ? F 3 . .  . . X X1, n r R u , u r R u , u .  . .  .
5.29 .
If J j L / B, then we have the inequality
1
X1r2 Ïn V R u , u J , L ? .  . . X1, n r R u , u . .
1 1
1r2 1r2ÏF n V G ? q n m G ? , .  .X X1, n p pr R u , u r R u , u .  . .  .
5.30 .
X X Xx x x x x xwhere G s  u , u  u , u  u , u .p jg J j j jg L j j jf J j L j j
 .The last inequality 5.30 follows due to the fact that for any rectangle
 .B and B in I p where B ; B we have1 2 2 1
1r2 1r2 1r2Ï Ïn V B F n V B q n m B . 5.31 .  .  .  .1, n 2 1, n 1 1
As r is nondecreasing, we deduce
1
X1r2 Ïn V R u , u J , L ? .  . . X1, n r R u , u . .
 .1r2qd
X X1r2F n u y u u y u .  . j j j j
jgJ jgL
y1p 1r2 Ïq 3 n V G r N G . 5.32 . .  . .1, n p p
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Now
 .1r2qd
 .1r2qd lX X1r2 1r2 ym nn u y u u y u s n 2 ª 0 5.33 .  . .  . j j j j
jgJ jgL
as n ª q`, where l s card J j L.
 .  .  .  .Using 5.28 , 5.29 , 5.32 , and 5.33 , we obtain
1
XU1r2 Ïsup n V R u , u . . X1, n r R u , uX  . .1. .R u , u gCu
1
XU1r2F K sup n V R u , u ? . . X1, n r R u , u .X  .1.Ä .R u , u gB lCm un
X<  . <R u , u /0, 1
 .1r2qd l1r2 ym nq O n 2 , 5.34 .  . .
 .  .where K ) 0 is some constant. Using 5.34 and 5.21 , we have
1
XU1r2 ÏP sup n V R u , u ? G « F « . 5.35 .  . . X1, n r R u , uX  . .1. .R u , u gCu
 .At least, we achieve the proof of 3.6 for i s 1 by proving similarly in
Lemma 5.2 that ;« ) 0, 'u ) 0, 'N , such that ;n G N0 0
1
XU1r2 y1r2ÏP sup n V R u , u ? G « s O n , .  . . X1, n r R u , uX  . .1. .R u , u gCu
2 F l F k 5.36 .
 .  .  .  .From 5.4 , 5.35 , and 5.36 we deduce 3.6 for i s 1.
 .Now we prove 3.6 for i s 2, i.e., ;« ) 0, 'u ) 0, 'N , such that0
;n G N0
1
XUÏP sup U R u , u ? G « F « . 5.37 .  . . Xn r R u , uX  . .2. .R u , u gCu
 . w  .x1r2ydWithout loss of generality, let us take r x s x 1 y x .
w xFollowing the ideas of Einmahl, Ruymgaart, and Wellner 13 , we start
Ï Ï c c .  .with the equality U B s yU B where B is the complement of B andn n
Ï 1r2 Ï Ï .   .   ...U B s n H B y E H B .n n n
 X.  . <  X. < y1yaFor any R u, u g I p with R u, u F 1 y n and then using
the union-intersection principle see Einmahl, Ruymgaart, and Wellner
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w x.13 we obtain
X XÏ ÏU R u , u F U R u , u , 5.38 .  .  . .  .n n l
lgL
 X.  .where L is a finite index set and R u, u is an element of I p with thel
 4  4conditions that there exist J ; 1, . . . , p and M ; 1, . . . , p with J l M
s B and J l M / B such that
X x x x X x x xR u , u s 0, u u , 1 0, 1 . .   l j j
jgJ jgM jfJjM
 .From 5.38 , we get
1
XUÏsup U R u , u ? . . Xn r R u , uX  . .2. .R u , u gCu
XÏU R u , u . .n lF , 5.39 .  .1r2ydX y1yaR u , u k nlgL  . .l
 .where a k b s max a, b .
<  X. < y1ya  X. 1.  .If R u, u G n , then R u, u g C and from 3.6 for i s 1, wel l u
Ï X X y1  ..   <  . <..get the desired result of U R u, u ? r R u, u .n l
<  X. < y1ya  .If R u, u - n , then inequality 5.31 impliesl
1
XÏV R u , u ? . .1, n l  .1r2ydy1yan .
1
Xn.n. n.ÏF V R u , u ? . .1, n l  .1r2ydy1yan .
1
Xn.1r2 n. n.q n m R u , u , 5.40 . . .l  .1r2ydy1yan .
n. n. Xn..  . < n. n. Xn.. < y1ya  X.where R u , u g I p , R u , u s n and R u, u ;l l
n. n. Xn..R u , u .l
n. n. Xn.. 1.Since R u , u g C ,l u
m Rn. un. , uXn. ny1ya . .l1r2 1r2n F K nm .  .1r2yd 1r2ydy1ya y1yan n .  .
F K nydya 1r2qd . ª 0, as n ª q`,m
where K ) 0 is some constant.m
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Ï X X .   ..   <  . <Using 5.39 and the properties of V R u, u ? 1r R u, u k1, n l l
y1ya .1r2yd ..  .n for each l g L, obtained in the discussion following 5.39 ,
we get ;« ) 0, 'u ) 0, 'N , such that ;n G N0 0
1
XU1r2 ÏP sup n V R u , u ? G « F « . 5.41 .  . . X1, n r R u , uX  . .2. .R u , u gCu
 .At least we achieve the proof of 3.6 for i s 2 by proving similarly as in
Lemma 5.2 that ;« ) 0 we have
1
XU1r2 y1r2ÏP sup n V R u , u ? G « s O n , .  . . Xl , n r R u , uX  . .2. .R u , u gCu
2 F l F k . 5.42 .
 .  .  .  .From 5.21 , 5.34 , and 5.37 we deduce 3.6 and Proposition 3.2 is
proved.
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